
•Approximately 96% of workplace errors   
involve human factors?
•Around 70% of documentation errors involving omission are 
due to poor design?
•Most decision-making and safety errors follow known 
psychological principles?
•Human errors are the leading cause of injuries, downtime, 
scrap and reduced productivity. LEARN HOW TO

analyze a document to 
determine likely cause of 
human error

apply format and design 
principles to minimize 
human error

design documents for 
pattern recognition, 
minimizing human error

apply error reduction 
principles to minimize 
document size

check for redundant 
information and processes

Use attention Activators 
for audience, area & flow

test a document during all 
phases of development 

Intended audience:
Aimed at people who will be directly involved in designing or 
modifying documentation - specifically any type of form including 
batch documentation, order forms or any other paperwork where 
information is filled in, recorded or signed-off by the end user of 
that document.

Learn:
The science behind error-resistant document design
How to design for pattern recognition
How to create forms that are ‘easy to get right, hard to get 
wrong’

To get the most of it:
The workshop is most effective for attendees who have 
attended a Human Error Reduction course (covering general 
principles of human error reduction)
Requires Human Error licensing for use of intellectual 
property, i.e., terminologies, approach and tools

At end of workshop:
Participants will have at least one document reviewed and 
modified/plans for modification..

Attendee feedback
“We went from a 94-page batch document to 54-pages, and from an average of four errors per 
record to less than one.”
– Quality Manager, major pharmaceutical manufacturer

One day workshop for authors

For more information: www.desertfire.com.au/HER

Barry Henson
Chief Executive Officer 
Desertfire Online
Mr Barry Henson was a founder 
and Director of Talsico.
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Batch document errors, order fulfillment errors,
missing approvals, transcription & calculation errors -
many day-to-day errors are blamed on personnel -
when the root cause is poor document/form design.

Effective document design is a science. Desertfire
Online have saved our clients millions by teaching
them how to create error-resistant forms.

http://www.desertfire.com.au/HER
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